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Abstract
In order to fully exploit the enormous potential of functional monolithic nanowire/graphene
hybrid structures in high performance flexible devices, a better understanding of the influence
of the graphitic substrate (GS) on NWs growth is crucial. InAs nanowires (NWs) were
simultaniousely grown on Si and GS with identical growth temperature, In-flux and V/III flux
ratio via an In-catalyzed growth technique. It is demonstrated that the GS is a more favourable
platform for the growth of dense InAs NWs under highly In-rich conditions (low V/III flux
ratio), whereas Silicon is a more suitable substrate under a highly As-rich condition (high V/III
flux ratio). It is shown that the GS enables NWs growth at high In-flux which has enormous
potential for the fabrication of cost-effective nanodevices. Transmission electron microscopy
analysis of the NW/GS interface confirms the NWs are well aligned on the graphitic substrate.
This study opens new possibilities for the choice of suitable substrate for the optimal growth
of NWs under various conditions.
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1.

Introduction

Over the last few years the advent1,2 of graphene, the two dimensional (2D) single layer carbon
material, has sparked enormous research interest owing to its extraordinary electronic and
optical properties including ultra-high carrier mobility3,4, exceptionally high thermal
conductivity, flexibility and high optical transparency5,6 which offers huge promise for
applications in transparent and stretchable electronics. It’s relative abundance and scalability
further provides greater opportunities for large scale fabrication7–9. Its high electron mobility,
high elastic modulus and versatility has made it ideal for use as a substrate10–12.
Graphene–NWs hybrid structures have drawn enormous attention in order to exploit the
exceptional qualities of the graphitic substrate as well as the intriguing properties of NWs
including epitaxial growth insensitive to lattice mismatch13 for applications in high
performance, flexible and cost-effective functional devices. InAs NWs are particularly
interesting for applications in high-speed electronics and mid-infrared devices 14,15 due to their
narrow direct bandgap, small electron effective mass and high electron mobility16,17. In such
hybrid architectures, the two dimensional graphene substrate can function as an ideal electrode
because of its high transparency, high conductance and excellent chemical stability18,19. Several
graphene-based devices including transistors20–23, light emitting diodes24,25, supercapacitors26,
photodetectors27, gas detectors28, photovoltaic electrodes29 and devices10,30–32, flexible
antennas33 and foldable energy‐storage devices34 have been demonstrated. However, despite
significant advances, the development of flexible devices based on van der Waals
heterostructures is not without some challenges including the poor on/off current switching of
graphene resulting from its zero-band gap. Interestingly, recent studies35 indicates that
graphene has the ability to exhibit semiconducting properties, which could potentially allow
for its use in the next generation of future high-performance, ultrafast, flexible electronic
devices.
2

Graphene/graphitic substrates (GS) have been touted as a potential replacement to current
silicon-based electronics which is approaching the limit of improvements to performance and
capacity through dimensional scaling36,37. In order to integrate semiconductor NWs with the
GS, a better understanding of the influence of the GS on NWs growth is crucial for the
development of high performance flexible nanodevices. Compared to the conventional growth
of InAs NWs on rigid Si substrates which is well-established13,17,38–40, the noncovalent van der
waals epitaxy (VDWE) growth of InAs NWs on 2D GS is still in its early stages and requires
increased research activity to fully exploit its enormous potential for functional monolithic
NWs/graphene hybrid structures. In a previous study41, we demonstrated that the graphitic
substrate is a favourable platform for the growth of high quality, vertically aligned, non-tapered
and ultrahigh aspect ratio InAs1−xSbx NWs. Given the significant differences in the mechanism
of epitaxial growth, it is essential to investigate whether the morphology and density of InAs
NWs grown via conventional heteroepitaxy on Si could be achieved by the non-covalent
VDWE on the GS. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the THz emission efficiency42 as
well as the photocurrent and power conversion of solar cells43 can be significantly improved
by increasing the NWs length (aspect ratio). Consequently, it is paramount to investigate the
effect of the GS on the yield, morphology and axial growth rate of NWs which are very crucial
for high performance nanodevices42–46.
In this work, the growth of InAs NWs on GS is systematically investigated in comparison to
that on Si with a view to better understanding the influence of the substrates on NWs growth.
It is demonstrated that the GS is a more favourable platform for the growth of dense InAs NWs
under In-rich conditions (low V/III flux ratio) whereas the Si substrate is a more suitable
substrate for realizing a high yield of InAs NWs under highly As-rich conditions (high V/III
flux ratio).
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2.

Experimental details

InAs NWs growth was performed on GS by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) via
an indium droplet-assisted growth technique. Mechanically exfoliated graphite films from
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) were transferred onto Si (111) substrates and
thermally outgassed in the system. In order to investigate the substrate effect on the yield and
morphology of InAs NWs, the GS and bare Si were Indium bonded onto the same sample
holder and loaded into the MBE system for outgassing and subsequently transferred into the
growth chamber for InAs NWs growth. The substrate temperature was measured with a
thermocouple and there was no significant variation in temperature in different portions of the
substrate. The Si substrates were chemically cleaned by dipping in 12% hydrofluoric acid
solution for ~3 minutes to remove the native oxide and quickly loaded into the MBE system to
avoid re-oxidation. In droplets were then deposited39 and the growths performed
simultaneously on both GS and silicon substrates under identical growth conditions. InAs NWs
growth commenced with the opening of In and As shutters concurrently to allow for the
introduction of growth species. As4 was utilized for the NWs growth. In order to gain detailed
insight into the influence of the GS under various growth conditions, the highly essential
growth parameters of temperature, In-flux and V/III flux ratio were independently varied.
High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images were taken in a JEOLJEM 2100 working at 200 kV. Focused ion beam (FIB) specimens were prepared using a
JIB4500 to investigate the interface with the substrate.
Three sets of samples were grown independently by tuning the growth temperature (TG), Influxes and V/III flux ratio (FV/III). The first set of samples were grown for ~ 60 minutes at a
fixed In-flux of 1.8 x 10-7 mbar and FV/III of 55 while TG was varied from 400 to 475oC to
investigate the influence of the GS on NWs growth as a function of temperature. A second set
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of samples were grown at a constant FV/III and TG of 55 and 450 oC respectively while varying
In-fluxes in the range of (1.8 - 2.4) x 10-7mbar for ~ 60 minutes. The last set of samples were
then grown at various FV/III ranging from 27 to 55 at a fixed TG of 450 oC and In-flux of 10-7
mbar for 20 minutes. FEI XL30 SFEG scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used for
determining the surface morphology of as grown NWs. FEI XL30 SFEG scanning electron
microscope (SEM) was used for determining the surface morphology of as grown NWs.
3.

Influence of the Graphitic Substrate on Nanowire Growth

Figure 1 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of InAs NWs grown on GS
as a function of temperatures (TG), the SEM images of NWs grown simultaneously on Si is
also shown. Although both GS and Si substrates display a high density of islands (clusters) at
a low temperature of 400oC, a relatively high yield of NWs (6.47 ×107 cm−2) was obtained on
GS when compared to Si (3.66 ×107 cm−2). Note that the NWs yield was mostly estimated
from ~70% of measurable NWs manually counted from at least two SEM images taken from
different sections of each sample to compensate for any slight variation in temperature on the
sample surface. Tilted view SEM images were used for measurement of the length of as-grown
InAs NW with ~70% of measurable NWs in each sample utilized. Gaussian approximations
were then used for the determination of the error bars of the NWs geometry which is expressed
as the deviation from the mean geometry of normally distributed NWs. Nanostructures with
diameters constrained to 1 – 100 nm are termed NWs whereas those with diameters exceeding
100nm are regarded as nanorods. However, given the obvious limitations of SEM, structures
with sizes slightly exceeding this range are still viewed as NWs. Most of the nanostructures
obtained in this work have their diameter within the NWs range and were thus used for the
determination of NWs yield.

5

Figure 1: Tilted SEM images of InAs NWs grown on graphitic and Si substrates as a function of growth temperature.

Figure 2: Comparison of the influence of growth temperature (aI-II); In-Flux (bI-II) and V/III flux ratio (cI-II) on
InAs nanowires density (top panel) and length (bottom panel) grown on graphitic ( ) and silicon ( ) substrates.
The inset of Figure aII shows the plot of Nanowire diameter versus growth temperature.
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A slight increase in growth temperature to 420oC was accompanied by a significant increase in
NWs yield on the GS to about ~6 times that on Si. As can be clearly seen in Figure 2aI, a similar
trend was also observed for a further increase in TG with the NWs on GS displaying a
significantly higher yield of vertically-aligned NWs. This demonstrates that the GS is more
favourable for realizing a high yield of InAs NWs than Si which could be attributed to the
nearly coherent lattice matching between InAs <110> and graphene <1000> resulting in a
relatively small lattice mismatch of ~ 0.5%47–49 compared to the high mismatch of the InAs-Si
system (~11.6 %)50,51. In addition, the absence of dangling bonds on the GS minimizes the
influence of strain and promotes the growth of a highly dense array of NWs.
As can be observed, the InAs NWs density on both substrates initially increased and then
decreased with increasing temperature. This is attributed to the temperature dependence of
adatom diffusion. At a relatively low temperature, adatom diffusion is limited leading to the
growth of a high density of small Indium droplets which do not meet the critical diameter
criterion for nucleating NWs due to their limited size39 which is ascribed to the Gibbs–
Thomson effect52,53 which defines the thermodynamic dependence of the chemical potential
and NWs growth rate on the curvature and hence the diameter of the nucleating droplet.
However, at moderately high temperatures, adatom diffusion length is increased and a high
density of optimal droplets39 are realized promoting a high density of NWs. Finally, for a
further increase in temperatures, extremely large nucleation droplets merge to form

clusters and are consumed at the early stages of NW growth resulting in a decline in
NWs density. More so, the desorption rate of the droplets is significantly increased
at high temperatures leading to fewer NWs nucleation54. To elucidate the influence of the
substrates on NWs morphology, the geometry of InAs NWs grown on both substrates was
evaluated. Figure 2aII shows the dependence of NWs lengths (LNW) on TG. The error bars of
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LNW which is the deviation from the mean geometry of normally distributed NWs were
obtained from over 70% of measurable NWs. It clearly shows the NWs on GS are relatively
longer than the ones on Si. A maximum LNW of ~3 µm was achieved on GS while only ~2 µm
long NWs was obtained on Si for the investigated temperature range (400-475oC). As shown
in the inset of Figure 2aII, the diameter of the NWs scales inversely with LNW for GT ≤ 435℃
followed by the reverse effect for a further rise in temperature on the GS which is indicative of
a diffusion limited growth. The slightly higher NWs length on GS in comparison to Si can be
attributed to the high thermal conductivity of HOPG which is among the highest of any known
material, about 2000 W m–1 K–1 (in-plane)55,56 and even higher values of 2000–4000 W m–1 K–
1

at room temperature for freely suspended Graphene57–60. In comparison, the thermal

conductivity of Silicon is only about 149 W m–1 K–161,62. This implies the effective growth
temperature of the NWs on the GS is relatively higher than that on Si (although, both substrates
were placed in the same MBE chamber and simultaneously set at the same temperature at
growth initiation), consequently, adatom kinetic energy and mobility is enhanced on the
graphitic substrate. NWs with an ultrahigh aspect ratio of over ~80 was realized on GS whereas
an aspect ratio of only ~25 was obtained on Silicon.
Considering the influence of In-flux, we observed NWs growth was limited on both substrates
(not shown) at a relatively low In flux (1.8 x 10-7 mbar). However a slight increase in In-flux
to 2.1 x 10-7 mbar was accompanied by about 3-fold increase in NWs density on GS while there
was nearly 12-fold decrease in NWs yield on Si (Figure 3). Importantly, when the In-flux was
slightly raised to 2.4 x 10-7mbar, the NWs yield was over 20x higher on GS in comparison to
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Si (Figure 2bI). Conversely, there was a
predominant growth of Islands on the Si
substrate at the same In-flux. This could be
attributed to the fact that a high In-flux
results in the deposition of a high density of
small droplets resulting from the reduced
adatom diffusion time39. Owing to the fact

Figure 3: InAs nanowires grown on graphitic (top
panel) and Silicon (Bottom panel) substrates at a
constant temperature and As-fluxes but varying
In-fluxes. The Scale bars correspond to 1 μm.

that only moderately large droplets (with
diameter

≥70

nm)

contribute

to

the

nucleation of InAs NWs39, it is understandable that a high In-Flux results in increased growth
of Islands almost coalesced into a film on Si (Figure 3) with a corresponding decline in NWs
yield. Conversely, the enhancement in NWs yield on GS as a function of In-Flux can be
correlated with an increase in NWs nucleation probability resulting from the high density of
suitably large optimal nucleation droplets (thanks to the relatively high temperature of the
graphitic substrate associated with its high thermal conductivity). This demonstrates that
compared to conventional Si, the GS is a more favourable platform for the self catalyzed growth
of densely packed and vertically-aligned, high aspect ratio NWs under highly In-rich conditions
(low V/III flux ratio). This also demomnstrates that the graphitic substrate is highly promising
for the fabrication of cost-effective nanodevices since it enables NWs growth at high In-flux.
Considering the influence of In-flux on NWs geometry, it can be seen from Figure 2bII that the
NWs on GS are longer than the ones on Si for the investigated range of In flux [(1.8 - 2.4) x
10-7mbar]. For instance, at an In-flux of 2.4 x 10-7mbar, the NWs length on GS is almost 3×
that on Si (~0.60µm) which further demonstrates that axial NWs growth is promoted by the
GS.
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Turning to the influence of the GS under various V/III flux ratio (FV/III), although the evolution
from the islands morphology to NWs structures was realized on both substrates at a relatively
high FV/III of 51, NWs nucleation on Si is more strongly influenced by the FV/III (Figure 4).
Specifically, at a FV/III of 51, the density (4.23 x 109 cm−2) of vertically aligned NWs on Si was
about an order of magnitude higher than those on the GS as depicted in Fig. 2cI (upper panel).
A further increase in As-flux (FV/III = 55) yielded a dense array (~ 6.25 x 108 cm−2) of NWs on
Si, whereas a sparse distribution of NWs (~2.55 x 107 cm−2) was obtained on GS (Fig. 2cI). The
low NWs yield on GS could be associated with the insufficient supply of the volatile As specie
which has a relatively high vapour pressure (15 Torr)63 due to its evaporation from the
thermally reactive GS substrate. The statistically significant difference in yield elucidates the
substrate effect on InAs NWs growth. This demonstrates that compared to the GS, Si is a more
favourable substrate for the growth of a dense array of NWs under highly As-rich conditions
(high V/III flux ratio). However, axial NWs growth on both substrates is enhanced by As-rich
conditions (Figure 2cII) with no significant influence of the substrates on NWs length.
To further investigate the growth of InAs NWs on Si and graphite substrate under different
growth condition, we adapt the “As-only” model64 which is based on the assumption that
surface diffusion of As species provides at most a minor contribution to NWs growth. It
presumes NWs growth rate is As-concentration dependent with the diameters of NWs almost
fixed during growth confirmed by little or no change the droplet volume (and hence number of
In atoms contained therein). It posits that during NWs growth As atoms are added to the droplet
via two major pathways (i) direct impingement of As molecules on the droplet from the As
source and (ii) by re-emission of As from the nearby neighboring surfaces of the substrate.
Conversely, As is consumed by (i) the nucleating NW at the solid-liquid interface for axial NW
growth (ii) evaporation from the droplet. The measured axial NWs growth rate (τm) (which in
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effect determines LNW) is the algebraic sum of contributions from the direct As flux (τd), reemitted As species by the surfaces of the substrate and the neighboring NWs (τr), as well as
the evaporated atomic flux (τe) as shown below:

τm = τd + τr – τe
τd

(1)

depends exclusively on the direct As flux and unchanged for the NWs on both Si and

graphite substrates since they were grown simulataniousely with the same experimental
conditions. On the other hand, the re-emitted (τr) contribution which is dependent on the NWs
distribution (NWs neighbourhood) and the substrate and is given by 61:

τr = ξτd

(2)

Where ξ is a NW-specific coefficient which depends on the In droplet contact angle β and
NWs distribution. Although, ξ is not expected to vary for monosubstrate NW growth, given
the differences in chemical bonding and spartial NWs distribution, there is the possibility that
ξ contributes to the observed variation in NWs geometry on both substrates. Furthermore, since

τr is also dependent on the nature of the substrate (in addition to the neighboring NWs), we
introduce a substrate dependent parameter ᴪ, such that:

τr = ᴪξτd

(3)

ᴪ depends on substrate specific parameters including thermal conductivity which is
significantly different between Si and the GS (as previously discussed above). It is believed
that the high thermal conductivity of the GS in comparison to Si would promote τe in favour
of

τr .The significantly high As-re-emission on GS would naturally enhance NW nucleation at
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the solid-liquid interface promoting high axial growth. This further explains why the NWs on
graphite are longer than their counterparts on Si under different growth conditions (Figure 2).
Specifically, the influence of contributions from As- re-emission is expected to be more
significant at higher growth temperatures. This could further explain the significant variation
in NWs axial growth with increasing temperature beyond 4200C evidenced by longer NWs on
the GS in comparison to Si. This is in addition to the increased adatom diffusion on the GS as
earlier explained. The effect of re-emitted As contributions when the In-fluxes (constant
temperature and V/III flux ratio) was varied is expected to be more significant since more Asspecies are made available to facilitate NWs growth. It is therefore not surprising that longer
LNW was obtained on graphite than Si for all range of In-fluxes employed for this study.
Similarly, the longer NWs observed on the GS when the V/III flux ratio was varied could partly
be associated to the contributions from the re-emitted As species due to increased nucleation
rate with high As flux. As regards the evaporated atomic flux (τe), it is believed that the
evaporation current of a given atom or molecule is proportional to its equilibrium pressure with
the liquid. Similarly, in the bulk liquid phase, the equilibrium pressure depends exclusively on
temperature and As atomic concentration 65. The As specie is the most likely candidate to
evaporate from the droplet (as against In) during NWs growth due to its high vapour pressure
62

. However, we do not anticipate any significant difference in evaporated atomic As flux from

the droplet on both substrates.
In order to gain insight into the structure of the InAs NWs/GS interface, Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) experiments were conducted and compared to that of Si. Similar to the InAs
NW on Si (Fig. 5a), the InAs NWs are vertically well-aligned on the GS (InAs[111]∥graphite[0001]) as shown in Figs. 5b-c. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) image in (Fig. 5d)
further confirms that the NWs are aligned to the GS.
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Figure 5: TEM images of InAs NW on Silicon (a) and GS (b). High resolution TEM image (c) and Fast
Fourier transform (FFT) image (d) at the interface between NW and the GS.

5.

Conclusions

In summary, it is demonstrated that the GS is a more favourable substrate for the growth of
InAs NWs under highly In-rich conditions (low V/III flux ratio) whreas Si is preferable under
highly As-rich conditions (high V/III flux ratio). Transmission electron microscopy analysis
reveals the InAs NWs are vertically well-aligned on the GS.
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